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Abstract

Process algebras are suitable for describing networks of communicating
processes. In most process algebras, the description of such networks is
achieved using parallel composition operators. Noticing that the parallel composition operators commonly found in process algebras are often
limited in expressiveness and/or difficult for novice users, we propose
a new parallel operator that allows networks of communicating processes to be described easily, in a simple and well-structured manner.
We illustrate on various examples (token-ring network and client-server
protocol) the theoretical and practical merits of this operator.

Keywords: Concurrency, E-Lotos, Formal Description Technique, Lotos, Process
Algebra, Protocol.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Process algebras have been designed as a theoretical framework for
the study of concurrency. Classical examples of process algebras are:
ACP [BK84], CCS [Mil80; Mil89], CSP [Hoa85], MEIJE [dS85], etc.
There also exist specification languages combining process algebraic concepts with features borrowed from functional or imperative programming languages, e.g., the Occam [Cam89] language based on CSP, the
µCrl [GP91] language based on ACP, and the Lotos [ISO88] language
which combines the best features of CSP and CCS.
Process algebras have undeniable advantages: expressiveness, compositionality, formal semantics given in terms of Labelled Transition Systems (Lts) [Par81] using structural operational semantics [Plo81; GV92],
verification algorithms based on behavioural equivalences and preorders,
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refinement methods, etc. Process algebras have been used successfully
many times to model the behaviour of real systems. In addition, simulators, model-checkers, and theorem-provers are available for analyzing
process algebraic descriptions, e.g., [DG95; CMS95; FGK + 96].
In spite of these advantages, the usual process algebras suffer from
limitations in terms of usability (because of their steep learning curve,
they often require a substantial training effort), readability (process algebraic descriptions are sometimes difficult to understand), and coverage
(important aspects of system description, such as timing, probabilistic
aspects, and priorities, are not addressed, although various extensions
have been discussed in the literature).
Fortunately, work is going on to extend and improve the mainstream
process algebras. In particular, the International Standardization Organization (Iso) has been working since 1992 on the definition of a revised
version of the Lotos language. This revised version, named E-Lotos
and currently at the stage of Final Committee Draft [Que98], includes
new features suitable for increasing both the expressiveness and userfriendliness of the language. The work on E-Lotos has generated many
proposals for enhancing both the data type part and the behaviour part
of Lotos (see, e.g., [GS98] for an overview and a discussion on these
issues).
In this paper, we focus our attention on the improvement of the parallel composition operators of Lotos. Although we assume some basic
knowledge of Lotos, our proposals could certainly be applied to other
process algebras.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2. introduces basic definitions and notations. Section 3. suggests to replace the binary parallel
composition operators found in most process algebras with a new n-ary
operator, better suitable for an easy description of networks of communicating processes. Section 4. proposes further enhancements to this
operator, by relaxing the maximal cooperation paradigm used in process
algebras such as CSP or Lotos. Section 5. illustrates the usefulness
of this parallel operator on a concrete application, the ODP 1 trading
function [ISO95a]. Finally, Section 6. gives some concluding remarks.

2.

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

In the sequel, we use the following notations borrowed from the valuepassing process algebras (especially, Lotos) terminology.
We denote with B1 , B2 , ... the algebraic terms constructed using the
standard behavioural operators (inaction, action prefix, choice, etc.);
these terms are called behaviours or processes 2 . For our purpose, an
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exact syntactic definition of behaviours is not required. We denote with
“B1 = B2 ” the syntactic identity of terms B1 and B2 .
We denote with G1 , G2 , ... the identifiers corresponding to communication points; these identifiers are called gates. We define two particular
gates: τ , which denotes a non-observable event, and δ, which is used
to express the synchronized termination of concurrent behaviours. We
c1 , G
c2 , ... the sets of gates.
denote with G
We denote with L1 , L2 , ... the tuples of the form hG, v1 , ..., vn i, where
G is a gate and v1 , ..., vn a (possibly empty) list of typed values; these
tuples are called actions or labels. We denote with gate(L) the gate
corresponding to the first element of the tuple L.
Structural operational semantics defines how a behaviour is translated
into a (possibly infinite) labelled transition system [Par81], which represents all the possible evolutions of the behaviour. The labelled transition
L
system is defined by a transition relation noted “B 1 −→ B2 ”, which expresses that B1 can perform an action L and mute to B2 afterwards.

3.

FROM BINARY TO N -ARY PARALLEL
COMPOSITION OPERATORS

In Lotos and most process algebras, parallel composition operators
play a central role in the description of concurrent systems. Basically,
there are two main uses of parallel composition:
Parallel composition is the natural mean to describe a set of distributed components that execute concurrently and communicate
with each other by message passing: in such an approach, the
operands of a parallel composition operator correspond to physically distributed entities. In the taxonomy proposed by [VSS88],
this use of parallel composition is called the resource-oriented specification style.
Parallel composition can also be used for refinement purpose. Typically, a given (possibly sequential) component can be divided
into a set of sub-components, each of which expresses temporal constraints on the occurrences of certain events. These subcomponents are combined together using parallel composition,
which acts as the logical conjunction of the corresponding temporal constraints, thus leading to a constrained behaviour. In such
case, parallel composition expresses neither physical distribution
nor concurrency, but rather a logical modularization of a complex
component. In the taxonomy of [VSS88], this use of parallel composition is called the constraint-oriented specification style.
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Because of this double use of parallel composition, we believe that
a suitable parallel composition operator must support multiway synchronization, i.e., rendezvous synchronization involving more than two
behaviours:
As far as resource-oriented style is concerned, multiway synchronization is not really necessary: two-way synchronization is sufficient to describe the communication between an emitter and a
receiver. Most process algebras allow such handshaking synchronization, with some differences with respect to the form of value
exchanges that take place during the synchronization.
But, as far as constraint-oriented style is concerned, multiway synchronization is mandatory. For instance, a controller for a robot
with n degrees of freedom can be expressed as the parallel composition of n sub-processes, each sub-process controlling the motion
of the robot with respect to a given degree of freedom; to perform a
given mission (e.g., moving the robot from one location to another
one), all sub-processes have to synchronize.
With the notable exception of CCS, most process algebras (ACP, CSP,
MEIJE, LOTOS...) support multiway synchronization, which is clearly
a desirable feature. Yet, many process algebras rely on (associative) binary parallel composition operators to express multiway synchronization
between n processes. This can be explained by the fact that the original
motivation behind the design of process algebras was the search for a
“minimal” model of concurrency.
For instance, Lotos has three parallel operators, noted
b
“B1 |[G]|
B2 ”, “B1 ||| B2 ”, and “B1 || B2 ”, respectively.
The first operator is the most general: it expresses that B 1 and B2
b ∪ {δ}.
execute concurrently and synchronize only on the gates of G
The second and third operators are particular cases of the former:
b is empty (fully asynchronous
“|||” corresponds to the case where G
b is the set of all visible gates
execution) and “||” to the case where G
(fully synchronous execution). From our experience in describing
complex, industrial systems using Lotos, we believe that expressing
parallel composition using binary operators has major drawbacks:
For a given network of concurrent processes, there are usually several different algebraic terms representing this network. For instance, the network shown on Figure 1.1 can be described using
two (equivalent) Lotos terms, e.g.,
((B1 |[G1 ]| B2 ) |[G1 , G3 , G4 ]| B3 ) |[G2 , G3 , G4 ]| (B4 |[G2 ]| B5 )
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or
((B1 |[G1 ]| B2 ) ||| (B4 |[G2 ]| B5 )) |[G1 , G2 , G3 , G4 ]| B3

The absence of a canonical form is practically unfortunate, as an
algebraic description will strongly depend on the style adopted by
its author, thus leading to a lack of uniformity. Moreover, the
problem of determining whether two terms are equivalent (for all
possible sub-terms B1 , B2 , etc.) is decidable, but not immediate
in the general case, as it implies to solve a system of boolean
equations [Kar94; Kar97].
There are some process networks that can not be expressed as
algebraic terms. For instance, the network on Figure 1.2 can not
be expressed using Lotos parallel composition, because it involves
two-by-two synchronization on the same gate G, whereas Lotos
would force all three processes to synchronize on G using a threeway rendezvous (this is called the maximal cooperation paradigm).
Sufficient conditions for a process network to be translated into
a Lotos behaviour expression are studied in [Bol90]. Although
the example of Figure 1.2 may seem somehow artificial, Section 5.
will show that networks involving two-by-two synchronization are
useful for describing client-server architectures.
Besides these theoretical issues, there are also pragmatic considerations against binary parallel composition operators. The main argument
is that binary operators create a discrepancy between the graphical representation of process networks (always present in the designer’s mind)
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and the textual representation as an algebraic term. On the one hand,
it is not easy for novice users to write an algebraic term corresponding
to a given network of concurrent processes. On the other hand, given
an algebraic term, it is not always immediate to infer the corresponding
network.
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Some network topologies are particularly tricky to express using binary operators. For instance, the simplest algebraic term for representing the token-ring network shown on Figure 1.3 is:
(B1 |[G1 ]| B2 |[G2 ]| B3 |[G3 ]| B4 ) |[G4 , G5 ]| B5
which is particularly non-intuitive because the circular symmetry of the
network cannot be preserved during the translation to an algebraic term.
In this respect, the difficulties inherent to the process algebraic approach
have to be compared with graphical formalisms such as SDL [IT92] or
Statecharts [Har87], in which the user simply has to draw the desired
network.
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For these reasons, we suggested to introduce in E-Lotos a new n-ary
parallel composition operator that would replace the binary operators
of Lotos. Based on an early suggestion by [Bri88], we made several
iterative proposals [Gar95; SG96], before our proposal was accepted for
being included in E-Lotos. The basic syntax of the n-ary parallel
composition operator is:
par

c1 → B1
G
c2 → B2
|| G
|| ...
cn → Bn
|| G
endpar

This operator describes a network of n ≥ 1 concurrent behaviours
B1 , ..., Bn . We define I to be the set {1, ..., n}. To each behaviour B i is
ci on which Bi must
associated an interface consisting of a set of gates G
c
synchronize. Each Gi can be empty; in such case the arrow before B i
can be omitted.
We later discovered that such an extended parallel composition operator had been already proposed in, at least, two occasions: [Bol90]
suggests that process networks could be described using an n-ary operator (noted MaxCoop) and gives rules for translating process networks
into strongly equivalent Lotos behaviour expressions ; [DS92; DS95]
include in Csp a similar operator, the semantics of which is expressed
in terms of traces.
Instead, we define the n-ary parallel composition operator by means
of two rules of structured operational semantics. The first rule expresses
that any behaviour Bi can execute asynchronously any action L whose
ci and is different from the
gate G does not belong to the interface G
termination gate δ (this encompasses the case where L = τ ), while the
other behaviours Bj with j 6= i do not evolve:
ci ∪ {δ} ∧ (∀j ∈ I\{i}) Bj0 = Bj
(∃L) (∃i ∈ I) Bi −→ Bi0 ∧ gate(L) 6∈ G
L

L
c1 → B1 ...G
cn → Bn endpar −→
c1 → B10 ...G
cn → Bn0 endpar
par G
par G

The second rule expresses that a behaviour B i wanting to execute an
ci ∪ {δ} must synchronize with all the
action L labelled by a gate G ∈ G
cj ∪ {δ}:
other behaviours Bj such that G ∈ G
ci ∪ {δ} then Bi −→ Bi0 else Bi0 = Bi )
(∃L) (∀i ∈ I) (if gate(L) ∈ G
L

L
c1 → B1 ...G
cn → Bn endpar −→
c1 → B10 ...G
cn → Bn0 endpar
par G
par G

This operator solves the aforementioned problems of binary operators
by establishing a direct mapping between process networks and their
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textual representation, thus paving the way for tools that automatically
perform the translation from graphical networks to algebraic terms and
vice versa. For instance, the networks of Figures 1.1 and 1.3 can be
expressed as follows:
par
G 1 , G 3 → B1
|| G1 , G4 → B2
|| G1 , G2 , G3 , G4 → B3
|| G2 , G3 → B4
|| G2 , G4 → B5
endpar

and:
par
G1 , G5
|| G1 , G2
|| G2 , G3
|| G3 , G4
|| G4 , G5
endpar

→ B1
→ B2
→ B3
→ B4
→ B5

respectively.
As far as expressiveness is concerned, it is obvious that the general
b
parallel operator “|[G]|”
of Lotos can be obtained as a particular case
of the n-ary operator:
b
b → B1 || G
b → B2 endpar
B1 |[G]|
B2 = par G
G1

B1
G2

G3

B3

B2
G1
G2

G3
Figure 1.4
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Reciprocally, the n-ary operator is strictly more expressive than the
b
“|[G]|”
operator of Lotos. We prove this proposition using the process network shown on Figure 1.4 (which does not satisfy the sufficient
conditions of [Bol90] because, for instance, the three processes can access
gate G1 but do not synchronize altogether on this gate). This process
can easily be described using the n-ary operator:
par
G 2 , G 3 → B1
|| G1 , G3 → B2
|| G1 , G2 → B3
endpar

but cannot be expressed using the Lotos binary parallel operators: to
describe this network, one must first synchronize two processes together,
then synchronize the result with the third process; assuming that B 1 and
B2 are to be synchronized first (which can be done without loss of generality because the network is symmetric), it is mandatory to synchronize
them on gate G3 ; then, the resulting term “B1 |[G3 ]| B2 ” has to be
synchronized with B3 on gates G1 and G2 . But the term obtained does
not correspond to the network of Figure 1.4 where process B 1 can perform actions on gate G1 independently from process B3 .
As a side remark, it is worth noticing that the network of Figure 1.4
b
can only be expressed by combining the “|[ G]|”
operator of Lotos
together with process instantiation. Technically, this can be done by
defining an auxiliary process P with auxiliary gates G 01 , G02 , G03 , and by
a clever instantiation of this process so as to rename the auxiliary gates
into G1 , G2 , G3 respectively:
P [G1 , G2 , G3 , G1 , G2 , G3 ]
where
process P [G1 , G2 , G3 , G01 , G02 , G03 ] :=
(B1 [G01 , G2 , G3 ] |[G3 ]| B2 [G1 , G02 , G3 ]) |[G1 , G2 ]| B3 [G1 , G2 , G03 ]
endproc

The same result could be achieved using the relabelling operator existing in other process algebras, such as ACP or CSP (in Lotos, the
process instantiation performs relabelling implicitly). However, this solution is probably too tricky for most users; in any case, the n-ary parallel
operator is simpler and more intuitive.
Finally, we slightly extend the n-ary operator by allowing to specify
c0 of synchronization gates common to all processes B i (assuming
a set G
c
ci = 6 for each i ∈ I). This extension is practically helpful
that G0 ∩ G
for avoiding redundant lists of gates; it is simply defined as a syntactic
shorthand (where “]” denotes disjoint union of sets):
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FROM MAXIMAL TO “M AMONG N ”
COOPERATION

Although superior to the Lotos parallel composition operator, the nary operator described in Section 3. is not expressive enough to represent
certain process networks, such as the one of Figure 1.2. This limitation is
unfortunate, because it precludes several networks of practical interest
from being modelled, especially the case where a pool of n processes
synchronize two by two on the same gate. Although CCS permits such
“2 among n” synchronization, other process algebras, such as CSP or
Lotos, do not allow it, because they rely on the maximal cooperation
paradigm.
Based on our practical experience, we suggest to extend the n-ary
operator in order to allow “m among n” synchronization, i.e., when a
set of n processes synchronize m by m on the same gate (with m ≤ n).
Our extended operator is based on our previous proposals [Gar95; SG96]
submitted to the E-Lotos standardization Committee. This operator
has the following syntax:
par g1 #m1 , g2 #m2 , ..., gp #mp in
c1 → B1
G
c2 → B2
|| G
|| ...
cn → Bn
|| G
endpar

where g1 , ..., gp is a (possibly empty) list of gates and where m 1 , ..., mp
are natural numbers in the range 1, ..., n associated to these gates.
Each clause “#mj ” is optional: if omitted, mj has the default value
c0 to be the set of gates {g1 , ..., gp } and we require that
n. We define G
c
c
G0 ∩ Gi = 6 for i ∈ I. Notice that we do not require the gates g 1 , ..., gp
to be pairwise distinct.
Informally, the semantics of this operator is the following. As regards
c1 ∪ ... ∪ G
cn ∪ {δ}, this operator behaves exactly as the one
the gates of G
c0 , this operator specifies
described in Section 3.. As regards the gates of G
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that processes B1 , ..., Bn can perform mj among n synchronization on
each gate gj . Two special cases are of interest: if m j = 1, each process Bi
can execute asynchronously an action on gate g j ; if mj = n, all processes
Bi have to synchronize on gate gj .
To provide a formal semantics, we introduce a predicate noted “GJ”,
where J ⊆ I, that is true iff the processes in {B i | i ∈ J} can synchronize
together on gate G. Obviously, for a given gate G, there may be several
subsets J such that G  J. This predicate is defined as follows:
δ  I, meaning that all concurrent processes must synchronize on
the termination gate δ, as in Lotos;
(∀j ∈ {1, ..., p}) (∀J ⊆ I | card (J) = mj ) gj  J, meaning that
each gate gj achieves mj among n synchronization;
c1 ∪ ... ∪ G
cn ) G  {i ∈ I | G ∈ G
ci }, meaning that all
(∀G ∈ G
processes having G in their interfaces must synchronize on G;
c0 ∪ G
ci ∪ {δ}) G  {i}, meaning that each process
(∀i ∈ I) (∀G 6∈ G
c0
Bi can perform asynchronously any gate neither mentioned in G
c
nor in its interface Gi (δ excepted and τ included).

Using this predicate, the operational semantics of our parallel operator
can be defined with a single semantic rule:
L

(∃L) (∃J ⊆ I) (gate(L)  J) ∧ ((∀i ∈ J) Bi −→ Bi0 ) ∧ ((∀i ∈ I\J) Bi0 = Bi)

ci → Bi ... endpar −→ par gj #mj ... in G
ci → Bi0 ... endpar
par gj #mj ... in G
L

Using this operator, the process network of Figure 1.2 can be specified
using 2 among 3 synchronization:
par G#2 in
B1 || B2 || B3
endpar

B1
G
B2

G
G
G

Figure 1.5

B3
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More complex process networks, such as the one on Figure 1.5, in
which the same gate G has various degrees of synchronization, can also
be described:
par G#2, G#3 in
B1 || B2 || B3
endpar

5.

APPLICATION

In this Section, we illustrate the application of our parallel operator
to the description of the ODP trading function. ODP [ISO95b] is a
standard framework for distributed applications. Within ISO, E-Lotos
has been developed in the same working group as ODP, with the intent
of being the formal description technique for distributed applications.
This explains that ODP-related problems have been a constant source
of inspiration for E-Lotos designers.
Our proposals for introducing “2 among n” synchronization in
E-Lotos [Gar95; SG96] was motivated by the highly dynamic nature
of ODP systems: processes can be created and destroyed dynamically,
and binary communications between processes can be established dynamically. Although it has been argued that such behaviours could only
be described by means of mobile process calculi, such as the π-calculus
[MPW92a; MPW92b], we believe that the most salient aspects of ODP
systems can be captured in the framework of an usual process algebra,
such as Lotos, extended with our new parallel operator. A comparative
study of both approaches can be found in [FNLL96].
The ODP trading function is a typical example of ODP systems: this
function is defined informally in an ISO standard [ISO95a]. A formal description in E-Lotos of the essential features of the trading function can
be found as an appendix of the E-Lotos definition document [Que98,
Annex A.3]. In this paper, we focus on the architectural description of
the trading function, so as to explain how our parallel operator can be
used to describe dynamic communication patterns.
The ODP trader is a computer process that establishes a relationship
between a pool of objects within an open and dynamically changing
distributed system. For simplicity, we assume that there is an upper
bound n on the number of objects in the system. Each object can act
either as a service provider (or server ), as a client, or even as both.
On the one hand, a server must inform the trader of the services it
is ready to offer. Advertising a service offer is called export. The trader
keeps in a database all the export requests sent by the servers. On
the other hand, a client may ask the trader about available services.
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Requesting knowledge about a particular service is called import. The
trader matches the clients’ service requests with its database of service
offers and, if possible, selects an appropriate server. The identification
of this server is sent back to the client, which can then contact directly
the server without further interaction with the trader.
The interesting issue in this architecture is that a client can eventually communicate with a server the identity of which was unknown
to him before asking the trader. In mobile process calculi, this situation can be described using a dynamic creation of mobile gate(s)
and/or agent(s). However, alternative approaches are possible, which
avoid the complexity of dynamic gate/agent creation. We can model
the behaviour of the whole system by the following parallel composition. Let E (export), I (import), and W (work) be three gates used
for server-trader, client-trader, and client-server communication respectively. Let “O[E, I, W ](i)” and “T [E, I]” be two processes representing
the ith object and the trader, respectively. The whole architecture can
be described by the following term:
par E, I in
T [E, I] || par W #2 in
O[E, I, W ](1) || ... || O[E, I, W ](n)
endpar
endpar

It is worth noticing that the pool of n objects could be expressed in
a more concise way using an extended parallel operator that iterates
over a finite set of values (such an operator was proposed in [Gar95] and
introduced in E-Lotos).
The behaviour of the trader can be described with the following
Lotos process, where request and reply are two enumerated values indicating the direction of the messages exchanged on gates I and W
(according to the syntax of Lotos, “[]” denotes the choice operator,
“? x : s” denotes the receipt of a value of type s to be stored in variable
x, and “! v” denotes either the transmission of value v or the receipt of
a value that has to be equal to v):
process T [E, I](d : DataBase) : noexit :=
E ?j:Object ?s:Service;
T [E, I](add to database (d, j, s))
[]
I ?i:Object !request ?s:Service;
I !i !reply !search server in database (d, s)
T [E, I](d)
endproc

14
Assuming that the ith object is a client asking the trader for some
service s provided by the j th server, and then requesting this server
directly, its behaviour can be described as follows (we assume that there
is always a server available for the requested service):
process O[E, I, W ](i : Object ) : noexit :=
I !i !request !s;
I !i !reply ?j:Object;
W !j !i !request !s...;
W !j !i !reply !s...;
...
endproc

Similarly, assuming that the j th object is a server advertising a given
service s to the trader, then answering a client request, its behaviour
can be described as follows:
process O[E, I, W ](j : Object ) : noexit :=
E !j !s;
W !j ?i:Object !request !s...;
W !j !i !reply !s...;
...
endproc

6.

CONCLUSION

Taking into account that the binary parallel composition operators
found in usual process algebras (such as ACP, CCS, µCrl, Lotos, and
the early versions of CSP) are not fully appropriate for describing complex synchronization architectures, we suggest to extend the Lotos parb
allel composition operator “|[G]|”
in two directions:
First, we propose to replace the binary operator with an n-ary
operator that directly reflects the graphical structure of process
networks. From the examples given, it is clear that the n-ary operator is simpler to use by novice users, easier to read (because the
structure of process networks is preserved), strictly more expressive, and appropriate for an automatic translation from graphical
networks to algebraic terms and vice-versa.

Although similar proposals can be found elsewhere [Bol90; DS92;
DS95], which is a sign of soundness, our approach is slightly different because our n-ary operator can describe process networks
not tackled in [Bol90] (for instance, the one of Figure 1.4) and because we adopted structured operational semantics (as in [ISO88]),
rather than traces (as in [DS92; DS95]).
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Second, we increased the expressiveness of this new operator by relaxing the maximal cooperation requirement of CSP and Lotos, in
order to support “m among n” synchronization. Taking the ODP
trading function as an example, we show that the new operator is
user-friendly, intuitive, and practically useful for the description of
networks with mobility and dynamic reconfiguration capabilities.

Our research benefited from discussions with our colleagues in the
framework of the E-Lotos standardization Committee. The parallel
operator presented in this paper is a refined version of a previous proposal, which we submitted to ISO [Gar95; SG96] and which has been
integrated in the current version of E-Lotos [Que97].

Notes
1. Open Distributed Processing
2. Here, we slightly deviate from the meaning of process in Lotos
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